Basic Fingering Chart For Trumpet
Synopsis

Due to the enormous success of our Instrumental Fingering Posters we thought it would be extremely helpful to create a smaller 9 x 12 version that would fit comfortably into every method book which any beginning student has been assigned. Originally available for Clarinet, Trumpet, Flute, Alto Sax, Tenor Sax and Trombone, we have now expanded the series after numerous requests to include French Horn, Piccolo, Baritone Sax, Bassoon, Bass Clarinet, Violin, Viola, Cello, and Stringed Bass. We have many more to come, so keep your eyes open! Santorella Publications is now your one-stop resource for these premier reference guides for assorted brass, woodwinds, and strings. Santorella’s Basic Fingering Charts are ideal for every beginner. They are perfect for private students, classroom study, or as simply for a quick and easy reference guide while practicing at home. Every chart displays the entire chromatic range of each instrument clearly depicting the fingering for each note including all enharmonic substitutions, as well as assorted alternate fingerings recommended by the top studio pros who proofed each and every one. Each chart also includes a detailed diagram and photo of the instrument indicating every part and section of the instrument including valves, slides, levers, keys, mouthpieces, and much more. The back cover includes all the major scales for each instrument in its specific playable range and the Circle of Fifths diagram with all key signatures. This valuable reference element is a great resource while the student is learning the various keys and key signatures. Santorella’s Basic Fingering Charts are powerful reference guides which will take the student from the very beginning to the highest levels of confidence and virtuosity.
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Customer Reviews

I bought the sax fingering chart when my son started playing saxophone and it was very helpful when he would forget the fingering for a particular note or needed to know a note he hadn't encountered before. Now that he is beginning trumpet, we bought this one as well. Although fingering is only part of the note, it is still helpful. The charts are good quality and are printed on heavy card stock.
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